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waLBerla concepts
LBM based multiphysics framework 

• not an application software 
• not a library 
• But: a toolbox to support the construction of 

applications 
Design goals 

• scalability 
• node level efficiency 
• performance portability for a wide range of 

architectures 
Block structured meshes 
Coupling functionality 

• Eulerian: LBM (FV, FE) 
• Lagrangian: Particles
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Further waLBerla features
Example applications 

• multiphase (bubbly flows)  
• particulate flows (sediment transport) 
• arterial blood flow 
• additive manufacturing  
• aerosol spread  
• aerodynamics, wind turbines 

Software Architecture 
• Highly tuned C++ core framework 
• Systematic SW development cycle 
• Open Source 
• Automatic generation of optimized HW-specific 

kernels: LBMpy 
AMR - nonuniform grids 

• dynamic load balancing 
• co-balancing and co-scheduling multiphysics
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4.5 Dialog with Climate Control

4.5 Dialog with Climate Control

Now we want to model a typical classroom dialog. For this we divide the simulation
time into segments with a duration of two minutes each. The teacher is speaking
during the first two minutes, from t = 4 min to t = 6 min and so on. While the teacher
is quiet the students in the second row take their turn in speaking. The student near
the window speaks from t = 2 min to t = 4 min, the student in the middle starts
speaking after six minutes and so on. Every person that is currently not speaking is
breathing normally. The students in the first row share the same breathing BC which
has a phase shift of 2 s. The same is true for the third row, but their phase shift is 1 s.
Again we use the same climate control BCs as before.

(a) t = 6 min (b) t = 8 min

(c) t = 11 min (d) t = 20 min

10≠4 10≠3 10≠25 ◊ 10≠5 9 ◊ 10≠2

Concentration [cm≠3]

Figure 4.8: Dialog with climate control: Concentration along room center

In Figure 4.8 we are once more looking at the aerosol concentration at the center of the
room. Due to the increased number of breathing individuals, the overall concentration
in the room is much higher, reaching an order of 10≠3 cm≠3 after twenty minutes.
By comparing the aerosol clouds in the first and third row, we can see that the
concentration in the exhaled air changes over the course of a breathing cycle. At
t = 8 min the student in the middle just finishes two minutes of talking. The particle
load in front of him increased substantially during the speaking phase. It then takes
about three minutes of normal breathing until the aerosol cloud has dispersed into
the surrounding air. After twenty minutes one cycle of the dialog scheme has passed
since minute eight. Everywhere in the room the concentration has risen even further.
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waLBerla framework structure
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Figure 1: The WALBERLA framework structure.

scientists and computer scientists collaborate over longer periods of time. Such a constellation is
often difficult to achieve and in many cases the effort is prohibitive. Therefore, in the last years,
various approaches to automate these processes by code generation have been explored. Resulting
from our experience in developing HPC software frameworks as a solid, modern foundation
for massively parallel simulation tasks, our group has been trying to be at the forefront of this
development and has gathered experience conducting research in several projects on both external
and embedded domain-specific HPC languages in python [4], Scala[5], AnyDSL[65], C++ and
CommonLisp [66] for this purpose. Specifically, WALBERLA already uses a code generation
tool developed in the BMBF-funded project HPC2SE (Hardware- and Performance-aware Code
generation for Computational Science and Engineering) that generates efficient lattice Boltzmann
compute kernels for multiple target architectures.

The general goal when using code generation is here to identify common algorithmic and data
patterns in HPC software that can be generated and optimized automatically in order to increase
the productivity of the software development process. A second DFG SPPEXA project, where
the LSS participates in this context is ExaStencils5. The main aim of ExaStencils is generating
highly efficient geometric multigrid solvers from abstract descriptions given in its own external
domain-specific language (DSL) ExaSlang – short for ExaStencils language [64, 6, 67].

Figure 5 illustrates how ExaSlang is conceptualized as a multi-layered DSL. On each layer,
different aspects of a given problem and associated solver can be specified. Ideally, it would be
sufficient to state the problem to be solved on layer 1. This includes the computational domain,
boundary conditions, unknowns and the equation(s) to be solved. From this, a guided semi-
automatic discretization can be performed to generate layer 2. Here, the discretized counterparts
of layer 1 can be reviewed before a suitable solver is composed on layer 3. Layers 2 and 3 are
then combined to form a complete program specification on layer 4. If no function is specified
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Eulerian: Lattice-Boltzmann-Method
Discretization in squares or cubes (cells) 
Common examples for particle distribution functions 
(PDF) 

in 2D: 9 numbers (2DQ9) 
in 3D: D3Q19 (alternatives D3Q27, etc)
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The stream step
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Move PDFs 
into neighboring cells

Non-local part, 
Linear propagation to neighbors 

(stream step)

Local part, 
Non-linear operator, 

(collide step)



waLBerla exascale SW structure
Framework based on domain 
partitioning 

Block structured grids  
(good for vectorization, 
GPUs) 
Lagrangian co-simulation  
(fluid-structure interaction)  
Forest of octrees  
for load balancing 

Hybrid parallelization 
Automatic program generation 

DSL Pystencils for stencil 
codes 
DSL LBMpy for Lattice 
Boltzmann
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static load balancing

allocation of block data (→ 
grids)

static block-level refinement 
(→ forest of octrees)

DISK

DISK

separation of domain 
partitioning 

from simulation (optional)

compact (KiB/
MiB) 



Adaptive Mesh Refinement and 
Load Balancing
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AMR Load Balancing Performance
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� JUQUEEN ʹ space filling curve: Morton 
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AMR Load Balancing Performance
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� JUQUEEN ʹ diffusion load balancing 
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Workflow using automatic code generation
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3.2 Algorithm for the Conservative Allen-Cahn Model

Stencils

D2Q9 •
D3Q15 •
D3Q19 •
D3Q27 •

Collision methods

SRT •
TRT •
MRT •

Cumulant •
Entropic stabilization •

Streaming pattern

Collide only •
Stream pull collide •

Collide stream push •
Esoteric Twist •

AA-pattern •

Force model

�ij

!
≠ �t

2 F
"

+ �tF •

Phase-field LB

• Stencil
• Collision method
• Streaming pattern
• Raw moments
• Compressible
• Relaxation time Ê„

• Discrete equilibrium
• Force model

Hydrodynamic LB

• Stencil
• Collision method
• Streaming pattern
• Weighted moments
• Incompressible
• Relaxation matrix S
• Discrete equilibrium
• Force model

Figure 3.1: Possible configurations for the phase-field LB step and the hydrodynamic
LB step. The connecting lines show a configuration which is used in the
next sections of this chapter.

As it is common in high-performance software, the computationally expensive kernels
have to be highly optimised for each scenario and hardware. The big advantage of this
toolchain is that the code generator can take over this tedious part. Therefore, we can
provide an implementation that is both highly flexible and optimised.

3.2 Algorithm for the Conservative Allen-Cahn Model

To implement the model of Section 2.3, we will first introduce a straightforward
implementation. The corresponding algorithm can be seen in Algorithm 1 and will be
discussed shortly in the following. We start the time loop with time step size �t, after
initialising all fields as described in Section 2.3.2. Then we perform the collision for
both LB steps on each block. Following that, we communicate the block boundaries for
both PDF fields. Afterwards, the streaming step for the phase-field LB step is carried
out. To update the phase-field, we will then calculate the sum of the phase-field PDFs
for each cell, according to Equation (2.31). Before we resolve the streaming step for

21



LBMpy: automatic generation of optimized code  
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repeating the full process when a new LB method or hardware
platform must be supported or, trying to abstract and automate
the development task. In this work, we show that it is
indeed possible to automate many tedious development tasks,
like reformulating equations to save floating-point operations,
splitting loops for better memory access behavior, or fusing
stream and collision kernels. We present the lattice Boltzmann
code generation package lbmpy that solves these problems
by automating large parts of the LBM development and
optimization process. Its source code and documentation are
available open-source under the GNU AGPLv3 license 1.
lbmpy is a system for development of computational fluid
dynamics codes based on the LBM. In this regard, it is
comparable to other LBM frameworks such as OpenLB [27],
[39], Palabos [33], [40], elbe [38], [11], LB3D [21], [46],
[34], and HemeLB [22]. Some of these LB frameworks
like Sailfish [44] and TCLB [51] also use metaprogramming
techniques, mainly for portability to GPUs. While these
frameworks support many LB methods, systematic performance
evaluations and optimizations are predominantly available for
simple LB collision operators like single- and two-relaxation-
time methods [?], [55], [53], [19].
In this work, we first give an overview over the specific
LBM design workflow and the associated code generation
pipeline in section II. Then we describe the formalism for
LB method specification in section III that comprises the two
upper abstraction layers. The transformation to an algorithmic
description and its optimization is discussed in section IV.
Finally, we present performance and scaling results in section V.

II. OVERVIEW: LB METAPROGRAMMING PIPELINE

In this section, we first give an overview of the various
abstraction layers of lbmpy’s metaprogramming pipeline. In
the following sections, we then discuss each layer in detail.
All abstraction layers are implemented based on the computer
algebra system sympy. The code generation system itself is
implemented in Python, but the generated code is produced in
C/C++/LLVM for CPUs and in CUDA or OpenCL for GPUs.
As illustrated in fig. 1 the most abstract layer represents a
LBM in q-dimensional collision space for a DdQq stencil.
This collision space is either based on moments or cumulants
[17]. To specify an LB scheme, the user defines a basis of the
collision space as well as an equilibrium value and a relaxation
parameter for each component. Relaxation parameters do not
have to be constants but can be chosen as a symbolic expression
that depends on local quantities like shear rates. This permits
the formulation of models for non-Newtonian fluids, turbulence
models, or entropic stabilization.
lbmpy transforms this high-level representation into a symbolic
description of the collision operator. The collision operator is
stored as a symbolic function ⌦ : Rq ! Rq, where q is the
number of discrete distribution functions.
In the next step, the collision operator is mapped to a
computational kernel. This stage allows the generation of pure
collision kernels as well as fused stream-collide kernels.

1https://i10git.cs.fau.de/pycodegen/lbmpy

Figure 1: Abstraction layers of metaprogramming pipeline.

Additionally, a concrete storage pattern for the distribution
functions is selected, e.g., two-array push or pull patterns or
more elaborate single array storage schemes. Optionally one
can integrate boundary handling or output of macroscopic
quantities at this layer as well. The output of this stage is a
symbolic stencil representation of an LB compute kernel. This
stencil representation is passed to the pystencils package [5]
that produces the actual code for CPUs or GPUs. pystencils is
extended with custom optimization passes to extend the code-
generation pass with domain-specific knowledge. In this work
we focus on the CPU backend, GPU-specific optimizations
and performance results are part of a second publication.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION IN COLLISION SPACE

In this section we first give a short overview over the theory that
is used to define LBMs on the highest abstraction level. Then
we describe the “LB method layer” in more detail followed
by examples showing how common collision operators can be
specified on this layer.

A. Collision in moment space
All LBMs considered here discretize the computational domain
using a Cartesian, uniformly spaced grid. The discretization
is specified in stencil notation as DdQq, describing a d-
dimensional domain where each cell contains q particle distri-
bution functions (PDFs) labeled fq(xi, t) with q 2 {1, ..., q}.
The PDF fq represents the mass fraction of particles moving
along a lattice velocity cq. In the following, we use lattice
units, i.e., the positions xi and the time t are integers.
The most basic and probably also the still most commonly used
collision operator for LBMs is the single-relaxation-time (SRT)

All layers can be supported by 
automatic code generation

Additions Muls Divs Total
Only CSE:

initial 686 574 3 1263
sympy CSE 199 61 1 261

Custom:
initial 686 574 3 1263
expand 173 423 3 599
quadratic velocity prod. 203 447 3 653
expand 179 423 3 605
factor !’s 179 305 3 487
common quadratic term 131 161 3 295
substitute existing subexpr. 119 119 3 241
sympy CSE 119 73 1 193

Table I: Detailed simplification results for compressible D3Q19
SRT

BGK method developed by the authors requires only 204
FLOPs. A value around 200 FLOPs is also reported by Wellein
et al. [53]. The default simplification and CSE of sympy thus
is unable to produce code as good as manually tuned, since it
needs about 30% more FLOPs than the best solutions known.
We also tested the simplification capabilities of other computer
algebra systems, including Maple and Mathematica which also
could not find simplifications competitive with hand-tuned
code. Therefore, it was necessary to develop a new set of
custom transformations to rewrite the equations before they are
passed to the CSE function of sympy. These transformations
are listed in the order of application in the lower part of
table I as “Custom” transformations. Next to the name of
the transformation we display the number of FLOPs after the
transformation has been applied. Some of these transformations
use LBM application knowledge, e.g., they treat density and
velocity symbols differently.
We now study these transformations one by one and describe
them in detail. The initial formulation is first expanded, i.e.,
transformed into a sum of products using a function provided
by sympy. The next transformation called “quadratic velocity
products” is specifically developed for LBM simplification.
It picks out mixed quadratic terms in macroscopic velocity
components uiuj and replaces them by (e2 � u2

i � u2
j )/2,

with a new subexpression e := ui + uj . This transformation
may seem counterintuitive since it increases the number of
FLOPs. However, it helps the following transformations to
obtain better results. This is an example of a transformation that
requires domain knowledge since this replacement may only be
applied to the velocity symbols. Next, a standard expansion is
performed. The previously introduced subexpression e prevents
this expansion from undoing the previous transformation. The
next transformation uses a generic sympy function to factor out
relaxation rates. The “common quadratic term” step introduces
a subexpression that is obtained by taking the expression for
the center point, setting all pre-collision values to zero, and
relaxation rates to one. For the TRT method this yields ⇢ �
3/2⇢(u2

0+u2
1+u2

2). After this transformation, already existing
subexpressions like density and velocity are searched in the
equations, and finally, a CSE from sympy is performed. With

this custom simplification pipeline, we eventually arrive at
a kernel that costs only 193 FLOPs. Note that this is even
slightly better than the previously known and carefully hand-
optimized version. The improvement compared to using only
the generic simplification is 35%. Note also, that the same
automatic simplification and optimization steps can now be
performed for other LBM methods.

Table II shows the total number of FLOPs for a selection
of LB schemes that lbmpy can generate and optimize. We
compare methods that use the so-called compressible and
incompressible equilibrium [25]. We also compare SRT, TRT,
MRT, and the SRT with Smagorinsky turbulence model. The
table does not display in detail which type of FLOPs each
method is composed of. However, all methods only require
additions and multiplications with the following exceptions:
All compressible models have one division by the density, and
the Smagorinsky methods additionally require two square root
operations. The results in the first column are obtained by
using only the sympy CSE. The third column uses the custom
simplification strategy introduced above. The second column
also uses the custom simplification strategy, with a modified
CSE step at the end. In this CSE step, we first search for
subexpressions in terms that update opposing lattice directions.
By construction, these contain terms that differ in sign only
and are good common subexpression candidates. This step is
then again followed by a global CSE. This approach is labeled
“direction CSE” since lattice directions are taken into account.
The lowest FLOP count is marked for each method in boldface.

Let us first discuss the results for all methods with one or
two relaxation rates. We see that for SRT and TRT methods
the custom simplification pipeline consistently leads to better
results. It is generic enough to work not only for the SRT
method it was designed for, but leads to good results for TRT
methods as well. Also turbulence models built on top of these
collision operators are simplified better by the custom strategy,
as shown in the table with the Smagorinsky example. Whether
the direction-aware CSE is beneficial depends on the stencil.
For the D3Q27, it gives the best or equal result across methods,
for D2Q9 and D3Q19 it is helpful only for the SRT operators.

We also have chosen two example MRT methods. One, that uses
the standard scalar product for moment orthogonalization, and
one with moments that are orthogonal w.r.t. to the weighted
scalar product. Second order shear and bulk moments are
relaxed with different rates, and for each order larger than 2
a separate relaxation rate is chosen. Table II shows that the
custom simplification pipeline cannot handle MRT methods.
A straight application of CSE obtains much better results for
all tested MRT methods, regardless of the stencil.

Currently we employ these three simplification options for
each method, and then automatically select the best one. In
the future we plan to also use machine learning techniques to
optimize the application order of transformations or for finding
new transformations.

effect of standard versus  
automated symbolic optimization 

for D3Q19 SRT



waLBerla for wind energy
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The actuator line model
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• Turbines are not geometrically 
resolved but represented by the 
forces they apply to the flow 
  
  

• Lift and drag coefficients are 
interpolated from airfoil data 

• Projection onto the grid via, e.g.,  
Gaussian kernel 
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𝐹 =
1
2

𝜌𝑢2
𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑤𝑙(𝐶𝐿𝑒𝐿 + 𝐶𝐷𝑒𝐷)



Velocity profiles
Time-averaged velocity distribution for the NewMexico test case   

                        upstream                                                downstream

𝑢∞ = 10
𝑚
𝑠
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Preliminary performance results
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Wind turbine simulations - mesh refinement
Static refinement 

Automatic refinement around 
wind turbines 
Optionally: refinement at 
boundaries, user-defined boxes 
Gradient-based vs. Vorticity-
based 

Dynamic refinement 
Refinement criteria based on 
flow field 
AMR-GPU version in progress
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Gas-liquid flows with waLBerla
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Holzer, M., Bauer, M., Köstler, H., & Rüde, U. (2021). Highly efficient lattice Boltzmann multiphase simulations of 
immiscible fluids at high-density ratios on CPUs and GPUs through code generation. Int. J. High Performance 
Computing Applications.



Bubbly Flows: VoF vs. phase field
1000 Bubbles 
510x510x530 = 1.4⋅108 
lattice cells 
70,000 time steps 
77 GB 
64 processes 

72 hours 
4,608 core hours 

Visualization 
770 images 
Approx. 12,000 core 
hours for rendering

Extreme Scale Computing    -    Uli Rüde

720 x 560 x 720 cells = 2.6 108 lattice cells  
338 bubbles 
500 000 time steps 
18 GPUs 
10 hours run time 
Scales seamlessly to 2048 GPUs (Piz Daint) 
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Performance Engineering - for GPUs
Two different GPUs 
peak bandwidth with 
STREAM benchmark 
Peak Flops from vendor 
data 
Number cells 

Flops/cell 
Multiphase flow 
Conservative Allen-Cahn 
phase field  
LBM for hydrodynamics
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Roofline Estimate

• The bandwidth bs is determined with a STREAM copy benchmark

• The peak performance ppeak is given by the vendor [2]

• The number of bytes nb per cell is counted

• The number of FLOPs nf per cell is determined with lbmpy

Table 1: Estimated performance results of the phase-field and hydrodynamic LB step.

Hardware LB kernel bs
[GB/s]

ppeak
[TFLOPs]

nb
[bytes]

nf
[FLOPs] Bc Bm l

Kernel estimate
[GLUPs]

Measured
[GLUPs]

V100 phase 808 7.80 280 320 0.88 0.10 0.11 2.89 2.66

hydro 808 7.80 488 809 0.60 0.10 0.16 1.66 1.36

P100 phase 542 5.30 280 320 0.88 0.10 0.11 1.94 1.70

hydro 542 5.30 488 809 0.60 0.10 0.16 1.11 0.96

April, 16th 2020 | Markus Holzer | FAU | Phase-Field LBM 16

Prediction from roofline model Achieved



Performance assessment - Piz Daint GPU cluster
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Performance for Varying LB Stencils on GPUs
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Figure 3: Performance measurement for different LB stencils for both LB steps.

• The theoretical peak performance is shown as black lines

• Similar values for different stencils

• Independent from the collision operator

• Similar values on different GPU architectures

April, 16th 2020 | Markus Holzer | FAU | Phase-Field LBM 17

On node: 
Close to predicted peak (black 
lines) performance is achieved for 
different GPUs 
different stencils 
different method variants

Weak Scaling Performance Benchmark on Piz Daint
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Figure 4: weak scaling performance benchmark

On 2048 GPUs we run a simulation setup with about 36 billion lattice cells and 109

LUPs.

April, 16th 2020 | Markus Holzer | FAU | Phase-Field LBM 18

On system: 
1.15 PFlops of 10.85 PFLOPs 
~1012 Lattice Updates/sec 
70% of the theoretical peak wrt 
aggregate memory bandwidth 
Scalability for 2048 GPUs 
Parallel efficiency 99%
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

FIGURE 14 Case 15: Vortices behind a sphere of density ratio 0.05 at Ga = 500. In frames 4 and 5 the three vortex threads
delivering a constant torque to the ascending sphere are well visible. A Q criterion threshold of 10*10 is employed and coloring
is done by normalized vorticity, which ranges between -10 (blue) and 10 (red). Lighter colors correspond to stronger magnitude.

Case 16 displays a modification of the SP trajectory (Figure 13c), where the particle at ⇡p = 0.001 and Ga = 500 takes up a
slightly inclined spiraling path (inclination angle ˘ 0.2˝). Such behavior is also observed by Auguste & Magnaudet, who found
the corresponding motion already at ⇡p = 0.01. The spiral is described by a diameter of 1.09dp and vertical stride of 13.22dp;
the movement along this spiral by St = 0.074 and uz,t = 1.455.

6 CONCLUSION

In this work, we present an improved LBM for simulations of light particles submerged in a fluid, including a comparison
with previously established methods. This is based on a set of benchmarks that are chosen to expose specific di�culties and
peculiarities arising in systems of submerged particles with density ratios ~ 1. In order to achieve stable simulations without
excessively fine resolution, we adapt and apply the virtual mass approach of Schwarz et al.

44, resulting in the improved VM-

MEM-LBM. The underlying idea is to artificially increase the mass of the particle to avoid an otherwise vansihing denominator
that would amplify inaccuracies of the fluid-particle coupling scheme. This is exactly compensated by an appropriate force and
torque, which in practice requires an approximation of the spheres translational and rotational acceleration. This approach is
shown to enable density ratios of 0.001 and which would thus permit e.g. the simulation of spherical air bubbles in water. The
numerical stabilization scheme is validated both with respect to the accuracy of rotational and translational velocities.

In order to further increase the computational e�ciency of the parallel LBM code, we employ adaptive grid refinement. This
ensures an adequate and accurate representation of the flow features while permitting large computational domains. Areas in

Fully Resolved Particle Laden Flow 
with waLBerla
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Vortices behind a rising sphere at 
Ga=500, density ratio 0.05

Werner, L., Rettinger, C., UR (2021). Coupling fully resolved light 
particles with the Lattice Boltzmann method on adaptively refined 
grids. Numerical Methods in Fluid Mechanics, vol. 93, pp. 3280-3303



Fluid-Structure Interaction 
direct simulation of Particle Laden Flows (4-way coupling)
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Götz, J., Iglberger, K., Stürmer, M., &  UR (2010). Direct numerical simulation of particulate flows on 294912 processor cores. In 
Proceedings of Supercomputing 2010, IEEE Computer Society. 
Götz, J., Iglberger, K., Feichtinger, C., Donath, S., & UR (2010). Coupling multibody dynamics and computational fluid dynamics on 8192 
processor cores. Parallel Computing, 36(2), 142-151.



Comparison of coupling methods
Example: Single moving particle 
evaluation of oscillating oblique regime: Re= 263, 
Ga= 190 
correctly represented by momentum exchange (less 
good with Noble and Torczynski method) 
Different coupling variants 

First order bounce back 
Second order central linear interpolation 

Cross validation with spectral method of Ullmann & 
Dušek 

Solving trillions of unknowns   -    Uli Rüde
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Figure 4: Contours of the projected relative velocity urk for case B-CLI-48 (Ga = 178.46). Contours are at (-0.4:0.2:1.2) where

the red line outlines the recirculation area with urk = 0. The blue cross in the left plot marks the location taken for the

calculation of the recirculation length Lr.

of the bifurcation point and the respective method will then fail to capture this motion at Ga = 190. In

Fig. 7, a phase-space diagram of the results for the different coupling algorithms together with the reference

data is shown for the two resolutions D/�x = 36 and 48. The expected time-periodic behavior is a closed

curve around a fixed midpoint. Even for the finer resolution, only CLI and MR are able to capture this

oscillating motion accurately. Oscillations can also be found for BB but the amplitude in upH is too large

and the value for upV around which the curve oscillates is slightly changing in time. On the other hand, all

PSC variants yield exponentially decaying oscillations and thus fail to capture this instability. It is worth

to note that CLI is also able to resemble the time-periodic oscillations with a resolution of D/�x = 36,

whereas MR shows strong deviations from a closed curve. This motion can be analyzed in more detail by

calculating the time average and fluctuation values of the different sphere velocities. These values are given

in Tab. 3, where � denotes the average and �0 the fluctuation part of a quantity � and their exact definitions

can be found in [32]. Tab. 3 also shows the frequency of the oscillation which is calculated with the help

of a discrete Fourier transformation. It can be seen that the average of the upV signal is captured well by

the MEM variants with errors well below 2% for the fine resolution. In contrast to that, the PSC variants’

16

Visualization of recirculation 
length in particle wake

M.Uhlmann, J.Dušek, The motion of a single heavy sphere in ambient fluid: A benchmark 
forinterface-resolved particulate flow simulations with significant relative velocities, International 
Journal of Multiphase Flow 59 (2014). 
D. R. Noble, J. R. Torczynski, A Lattice-Boltzmann Method for Partially Saturated Computational 
Cells, International Journal of Modern Physics C (1998). 
Rettinger, C., Rüde, U. (2017). A comparative study of fluid-particle coupling methods for 
fully resolved lattice Boltzmann simulations. Computers & Fluids.



waLBerla - multi physics simulation 
Geometrically resolved particles/LBM hydrodynamics 
sediment transport Flow domain: 

1024 x 512 x 480 = 2.5e8 cells 
D3Q19 TRT 

14500 particles 
diam = 10-100 LBM cells 
log-normal distribution 
momentum exchange 
lubrication forces 

7e6 LBM time steps 
each 10 DEM supsteps 

Supermuc-NG 
160 Nodes = 7680 processes 
48h run time
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Rettinger, C., Eibl, S., Rüde, U., & Vowinckel, B. (2022). 
Rheology of mobile sediment beds in laminar shear flow: 
effects of creep and polydispersity. Journal of Fluid 
Mechanics, 932.



Particulate flow past an obstacle
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Steady state: Unsteady state:Reeff < Recrit Reeff > Recrit

Study of different flow regimes and 
particle-fluid density ratios 

Support the development of equivalent fluid 
models



Transition to granular flow
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• Hydrogel: St=0.5 
Uniform particle distribution 

• Glass: St=1 
Vortex particle depletion 

• Iron: St=2.8 
Spatial delay of vortex shedding 

• : St=33.5 
Granular flow feature visible
𝝆∗ = 𝟏𝟎𝟎

Hydrogel Glass

Iron 𝝆∗ = 𝟏𝟎𝟎

Dominik Schuster: Large scale simulations of swirling and 
particle-laden flows using the Lattice-Boltzmann Method, 
PhD Thesis (2021). Co-supervised by E. Climent, T. Poinsot.



Conclusions and Perspectives
waLBerla  

C++ multiphysics framework 
coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian models 
widely applicable 
advanced LBM (cumulants) 
automatic code generation 

Scaling and Efficiency: 
O(1012) LBM cells 
2 million threads 
GPU-ready 
dynamic mesh adaptation 
load balancing 

https://www.walberla.net
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